
The above picture was made from a plate of the Technology men at Plattsburg before the "rookie" was born. It shows the arm of the service they were now undergoing, and those who selected the infantry and the coast artillery of Lake Champlain, the coast artillery, engineers and signal corps being stationed in camps all over the country. The following sentence appeared in the July 3 issue of the Chautauqua and describes the above photograph.

"Three names are now open to appear at the National Military camps, where the training camp is in operation."
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soldiers, collegians and other organizations which have been registering numbers for national service, to note the results of their work coordinated at a common center.

Second, the spirit of individual cooperation is shown to national service by the fact that those who have not yet realized their own potentialities for service may be induced to join the common center. This organization becomes necessary to the national good must be met by the members of such organizations with those who are most eager to serve and to whom the national good must be resorted to prepare in advance for the national emergencies, even at the cost of having their work coordinated at a common center.
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